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50 Years of Leadership

A Global Community of Leaders and Practitioners
Thought Leadership and Research
Education
Standards and Best Practices

Professional Accreditations
Professional Development Programs
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Giving Back
“Our Community Consulting project was created to assist
and empower nonprofits to thrive in critical times and
beyond. We partner with non-profit organizations in need
of support. Our approach is simple: we discuss
challenges, identify opportunities and co-create impactful
and practical solutions. To this end, we provide a suite of

pro bono professional services that includes management
consulting, project management; professional
development and training. ”
-Community Consulting Working Group

Getting Involved

We are organizing our professional community.
Give time. Comit resources. Make a gift.

We are seeking opportunities to affect change.
Share our mission. Help make connections.

We are a community of collaborators.
Share your insights. We are better together.
Learn more at: www.givingback.pmimassbay.org
Contact Chet Lang, Program Lead

c.lang@pmimassbay.org

Heidi Spinella, PMP
Practical PM founder w/ over 30 years of experience
- Provides PM coaching, training, & consulting services
- Over 550 seminars across North America & Europe
With a Focus On:
- Enhancing communication
- Increasing efficiency

- Embracing continuous improvement
Over 30 years of mindfulness practice
MS, PMP, MBTI facilitator, Shambala practitioner
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What Will We Cover?
• 7 benefits of managing your mind
• Use Body, Emotions, Thoughts to manage your mind
• Use Triple A’s of Change to create plans for clearer thinking
• Review over 20 best practices to help manage your mind
• Discover how mindfulness supports clear thinking
• Learn at least 1 tip you plan to apply
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7 Benefits of Managing Our Minds
Chat: What Appeals to You Most?
Helps us to:
❑ Think more clearly
❑ Embrace challenges
❑ Enhance our daily lives
❑ Improve our communication
❑ Increase our productivity
❑ Experience more gratitude and joy during the day

❑ Discover new things about ourselves and others
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Common Repetitive Thoughts:
Have you ever had these thoughts more than 2x in a day?

I can’t believe they said that.

I am tired.

I don’t know where to start.

I am so busy.

I’m doing 2 people’s work.

I can’t do this.

What should I do next?

What time is it?

I am so glad I said that.

I am so mad.

I can’t believe they did that.

I am hungry.
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You Are Not Alone: Repetitive Thoughts
• The average person has about
12,000 to 60,000 thoughts per day*
• About 80% of thoughts are negative
• About 95% are exactly the same
repetitive thoughts as the day before

• Being aware of thoughts & feelings
is the first step to clearer thinking

* Based on a study funded by The National Science Foundation
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Top Source of Negative Stress at Work
Chat:
❑ Anxious about Covid-19
❑ Working long hours
❑ Continuous multi-tasking
❑ Caring for kids while working
❑ Meeting unrealistic deadlines
❑ Pressure to work faster
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Manage Your Mind with BET
Body - where you live
Emotions - how you feel:
joy, sadness, anger, or fear, etc.
Thoughts – ideas, opinions, beliefs
about yourself, others & the world
-

Moving our Bodies can enhance our emotions & thoughts
Enhancing our Emotions can change our thoughts & bodies
Changing our Thoughts can improve our bodies & emotions
Putting Awareness on all 3 increases inner peace
Inner peace creates a clearer mind
© Practical PM
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BET Continued: Body, Emotions, Thoughts
❖ What we choose to think impacts how we feel
❖ When we are aware of our thoughts &
emotions, we can choose to change them
❖ Thoughts can trigger emotions and help us
notice that what we’re feeling may not be realistic
Example: A performance review
1 person may fear it, another may
view it as learning
Two Views on Life:
Perfection – impossible to live up to
Discovery – what can I learn?
© Practical PM
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S Curve of Learning
Managing your mind takes time
Be patient, no such thing as failure, only learning

Just takes practice and we have all our lives to do so
© Practical PM
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The Triple A’s of Change
- Managing our minds starts with wanting to change
- The Triple A’s of Change provides a simple framework
Awareness – what am I feeling/thinking

Acknowledgement – recognize we can change,
being honest about how much we want to

Action- what am I willing to do about it?
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First A of Change: Awareness
Awareness helps us pause long enough to notice
our thoughts, emotions & bodies in the moment

What do I notice most during the day?
- how my body feels?
-

the emotions I am feeling?

-

the thoughts I am having?
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Awareness
Pause: I notice when I have the same thoughts,
feelings or body sensations throughout the day
❑ Rarely
❑ Sometimes
❑ Often

Additional Questions
• I notice whether my thoughts, feelings
or sensations are positive or negative
• I notice how often I pause and redirect my mind
© Practical PM
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Pause: 1 Minute Awareness
1. Take 1 minute to notice and write down:
- how your Body feels: tired, hungry, pain points
- OR your Emotions: happy, sad, anxious, grateful
- OR your Thoughts: I am thinking about …

Optional: Post answers in chat
Do we have anything in common?
© Practical PM
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Second A of Change: Acknowledgement
Acknowledgement confirms that we can
change our habits, reactions and feelings
I commit to making a change

• Once we’re Aware something isn’t working
• We can Acknowledge we have the power to change
• A good indicator of commitment is asking how much we
want to change - 25, 50, 75, or 100 percent
© Practical PM
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Pause: Acknowledge what to change
1. Choose one thing you thing would like to change:
reduce stress, increase productivity, decrease
interruptions, enhance miscommunication, etc.
2. How you will measure your progress?

Optional: Post answers in chat
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Pause: Acknowledge Your Commitment
How committed are you to making the change?

❑ 25 %
❑ 50 %
❑ 75 %
❑ 100 %
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Third A of Change: Action
•
•
•
•

Empower us to make changes
Always include a way to measure progress
Are more successful when we check in with someone
I have an action plan to create change

Are grouped according to actions for:
Bodies

Emotions
Thoughts
© Practical PM
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Choosing What You Want to Change
To support managing your mind, choose an attainable goal:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

• 1 to 3 is usually easy to change
• 4 to 7 range is just the right amount of challenge
• 8 to 10 is more challenging

© Practical PM
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Pause: Your Body
What appeals to you most?
❑ Move for at least 1 minute every hour
- Walk
- Climb stairs
- Do desk exercises
❑ Make time for physical activities you enjoy daily/weekly
- Walk, Hike, Bike, Run
- Swim, Yoga, Garden
- Play Sports, Zumba, Pilates

❑ Unplug from Technology Throughout the Day
- When you wake up – Stretch your body
- While eating meals – Just feed your body
- Before going to sleep – Rest your body
24
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Pause: Your Emotions
What appeals to you most?
❑ Care for Yourself
- Share your feelings with colleagues, family and friends
- Create Accomplishment, Gratitude, Lessons Learned Lists
- Listen to Music, Write in a journal, Create Art, Do Crafts

❑ Care for Colleagues, Family and Friends
- Listen to others with your undivided attention
- Use the 5 Languages of Appreciation at Work
- Practice giving and receiving feedback gracefully

❑ Care for Those Less Fortunate
- Volunteer virtually
- Donate to causes you care about
- Use social networks to publicize nonprofits
© Practical PM
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Pause: Your Thoughts
What appeals to you most?
❑ Learn Something New
- Read
- Webinars
- On line Courses

❑ Laugh Frequently
- Watch comedy
- Play with kids and pets
- Try laughter yoga
❑ Calm Your Mind
- Practice Mindfulness Pause (Observe rather than react)
- Use Meditation Apps: Calm.com, Mindful.org
- Box Breathing: Breath in, Hold, Breath out, Hold, repeat
© Practical PM
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Mindfulness at Work for Clearer Thinking
Mindfulness - Helps us be aware of what we
are doing, thinking & feeling in the moment
Benefits
- Improves focus for peak performance
- Increases progress on personal and professional goals
- Enhances gratitude and enjoyment of life
Take a Breather During the Day
- Spend a minute noticing your breath
- As thoughts arise; let them come & go
- Breath in and out, count if you like
- Smile, Repeat as long as you like
© Practical PM
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Pause: Action
Do you have an action you plan to take?

❑ Yes
❑ No

❑ I don’t know yet
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Pause: Action Plan
1. Choose one action you plan to take:
(reduce multitasking, laugh daily, increase patience, etc.)

2. How you will measure progress?
3. Will you check in with someone? If so, who?
4. When do you want to start taking action?
5. Is there an end date or is this for life?
Optional: Post answers in chat
© Practical PM
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Review
1. What helps you manage your mind?
Becoming aware of my body, feelings and thoughts
2. What do you value most about managing your mind?
Personal peace, Enhancing communication
3. What do the Triple A’s of Change stand for?
Awareness, Acknowledgement, Action

4. How does mindfulness support clear thinking?
helps us be aware of what we are doing, thinking & feeling
5. What is one of your favorite actions
for clearer thinking?
30
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Managing Your Mind

Quick Reference Guide
Note: Try Hosting
10 minute Zoom
mindfulness sessions
in your organization
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Managing Your Mind For Clearer Thinking

Your Comments are Appreciated
Please Fill out Evaluation Before Leaving
Heidi Spinella, PMP
PracticalPM.com

